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The Local Flood Risk Management Strategy for Cornwall sets 
out how Cornwall Council and its partner authorities intend 
to work together to manage flood risk from all sources.  It 
is prepared by Cornwall Council with support from the 
Environment Agency and South West Water.

Why we need a flood risk strategy
Recent legislation designed to rationalise Flood Risk Management (FRM) in 
the UK has set Cornwall Council as the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) for 
Cornwall. A number of duties are associated with this role, which includes 
taking greater ownership of local Flood Risk Management issues.

Part 3 of the Strategy is the Flood Risk Management Action Plan. This Action 
Plan uses the information from the Profiles in Part 2, or other sources for areas 
where a Local FRM Profile has not been compiled. The Action Plan identifies 
potential Flood Risk Management schemes, objectives and initiatives to be 
pursued, along with identifying potential funding sources. The actions and 
interventions can be cross-referenced with the aims contained within the 
Strategy Vision (Part 1). The Action Plan is used to inform the Medium Term 
Plan for flood defence funding. It allows Flood Risk Management actions to be 
prioritised and for investment plans to be focussed and coordinated.
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If you would like this information in 
another format or language please contact:

Cornwall Council 
County Hall, Treyew Road 
Truro TR1 3AY

Telephone: 0300 1234 100 
Email: enquiries@cornwall.gov.uk 
www.cornwall.gov.uk

As a LLFA, Cornwall Council is required to develop, 
maintain, apply and monitor a Local FRM Strategy.

Communities for which there are 
published Local FRM Profiles

The Cornwall Local Flood Risk Management Strategy may be 
accessed from: www.cornwall.gov.uk/floodrisk
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Purpose of the Strategy
The aim of the Cornwall Local FRM Strategy is to provide a transparent 
approach for managing and reducing flood risk in a way that benefits people, 
property and the environment. It is the focal point for integrating flood risk 
related actions across Cornwall.  It will be used to guide and join up the policies 
and actions from different organisations and in different parts of Cornwall.

The Strategy provides linkages between national legislation and high level 
plans with local plans and community level actions.

Types of flooding
Local Flood Risk Management, for which the Lead Local Flood Authority takes 
the lead, includes flooding from:

•	 surface runoff
•	 ordinary watercourses
•	 groundwater

However flooding in Cornwall occurs from other sources, for which our partner 
authorities take the lead, including:

•	 main rivers
•	 sewers
•	 tidal
•	 coastal 
•	 reservoirs

Structure of this Strategy
The strategy is in three parts:

Part 1. Overarching strategic vision, 
aims, measures.

Part 2. Profiles of high priority 
communities.

Part 3. An Action Plan.

It contains a series of objectives, aims and measures, 
grouped by seven themes 

A Working together

B Evidence

C Communities

D Development planning and regeneration

E Catchment approach

F Prioritising and funding

G Multiple benefits

Part 1 of the Strategy will be reviewed in 2020.

Part 1 represents the overarching strategy and vision. 

This strategy applies to all forms of flooding in 
Cornwall.

In addition to our role as Lead Local Flood 
Authority, it is relevant that Cornwall Council 
is also the Land Drainage Authority, Planning 
Authority, Highway Authority, Coastal 
Authority and an Emergency Management 
Authority.

Part 2 of the Strategy consists of a series of community level Local Flood Risk 
Management Profiles. These contain specific flood risk information for a series 
of (initially 28) high priority communities. 

Each Profile acts as a focus for flood risk information at a community or town 
level. They bring together information from a number of national, regional 
and local sources – including from our partner authorities – and provide 
interpretations of the main issues, risk management options, constraints, 
opportunities and actions.

The profiles that make up Part 2 of the Strategy are living documents that are 
updated as required.




